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SOME RECENT TRENDS IN
PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY
By EDIvARD GLovER, tr.D, (r.oxoorv)

Some years ago (rg4f) ir course of examining the Klein system of
child psychology I took occasion to remark that 'hypothetical re-
constructions of the mind in early infancy, however far they may
be extended, can never quite link up rvith clinical (analytical) ob,
servations. They are of a dillerent order. They may increase the
plausibility oI a clinical interpretation, and their orvn plausibility
may be re-enforced by clinical interpretatioru; but they cannot really
dovetail with clinical facts. Attempts to merge the trvo systems usu-
ally lead to confusion,'r

_Two years later, discussing the nature of 'basic mental.concepts',
I defined these as concepts that are 'incapable of further reduction,
indispensable to the development o[ analytical theory and to that
extent fixed ideas'.z These dynamic, economic, and structural con-
cepts, I suggested, can horvever be used as a discipline to .orrtlol all
hypothetical reconstnrctions of infan tile mental developrnenr lfrue,
they cannot of thernselves bridge the developmental gap between
birth and the age period when standard analytic techniques can be
applied to children; but when employed in conjunction wirh be-
havioristic data th.y can, subject to the larvs of economy of hypothe-
sis, provide a speculative frame of reference to point the behavioristic
researches of those psychoanalysts who at long last use methods of
direct observation. to examine infants who are of their nature
analytically inaccessible. There are, horvever, some risls attendant
on the procedure. Concepts 'of the first order' (basic concepts) can
and must be extended to meet tlre theoretical exigencies of mental
growth. lVe must sooner or later be able to account for the 'clini-
cally observed' appearances of the oqganized ego to say nothing of
is various parts. But since the means of extending these basic con
cepts depend more on the logical techniques of metaphysics than

r Glover, Edward: fur F-:camination of the Klein Slstem of Child Psychology.In:
The Psychoanalytic Study ol the Child, Yol. L Nery York: International Unh'ersi-
ties Press, Inc, r945. Reprinted as a Eonograph, II. K. Lewis & Co., Ltd., London.

e Glover, Edward: Basic llI-ental Concepts. London: Imago Publishing Cr., Ltd.,
tg47. Published in abridged form in This qu RrEx,Lr, XVI, rg{?, pp. 48r.go6.
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SOI\TE RECENT TRENDS IN PSYCHOANALYTIC TIIEORY

on those of metapsychology, the risk of unchedied and super{luous
proliferation of tenns and theories is alrvays present.

These reflections are stimulated by tlro books: one by Heinz
Hartmann and the other by Rend A. Spitz.a The essence of Dr.
Ffartmann's monograph, first published by hirn over trventy years
ago, exemplifies some of the earlier impacts o[ Freud's ego psy-
chology on his more theoretical-minded follorvers, and it is slanted
largely torvard a theory of adaptation to gro\vth. Dr. Spitz's booklet
is an expanded version of his 'field theory' of ego formation first
outlined in r958. The scope of both booL:s is aknost identical, the
main dilference being that rvhereas the former is an arrnchair exer-
cise directed torvard the theoretical extension of ego adaptation,
Dr, Spitz's book has obviously been stimulated by his practical rvork
as a descriptive observer of infants and small children. It is all the
more interesting therefore to inquire horv mudr the hvo presenta-
tions of ego theory have in common, indeed horv far the ideologies
adumbrated by Hartmann continue to survive in the theories of
mental development and of maladaptation favored by Spitz.

It is characteristic of most books on theory that their first chapter
requires to be scannecl almost line by line. Dr. Hartrtrann, feeling
that therapeutic concentration on the psychopathological aspects
of conflict has led to a neglect of the adaptational aspects of normal
mental function, plunges immediately into deep waters by postu-
Iating a 'conflict-free ego sphere'. Norv in a number of rvays the con-
cept of conflict-free mental activity can be regarded as axiomatic.
It is a truism that applies readily to a good deal of preconscious
function; it applies equally to the function of mental medranisms
and to those orienting functions rvhich ultimately subserye the pur-
poses of the organized ego. It is also a plausible hypotltesis, which I
have advanced on various occasions,+ that a 'primary functional

3 Hartmann, Heinz: Ego Psychology and the Problem ol Adaptalion. (Irans. by
David Rapaport.) I\(onograph Series No. t of the Journal of the American Psycho-
analytic Association. New York: International Universities Press, Inc., 1958, rzr pp.

Spitz, Rend A.: A Genetic Field, Theory of Ego Formation.Its Implications lor
Pathology. (fhe Freud Anniversary Lecture Series, The New York Psychoanalytic
Institute,) Nery York: International Universities Pless, Inc., r959, tz3 pp.

r Glover, Ed.rvard,: Functional Aspects'of the lltental Apparatus. Int. J. Psa.,
XXXI, r95o, pp. re5-r3r; and On the Desirability ol Isolating a'Functional'
(Psychosotnatic) Group of Delinq{ent Disord,ers. Brit. J. Delinquency, I, t95o,
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88 EDWARD GLOVER

phase of psychic development' exists prior to the formation and inte-
gration of various 'ego nudei' (and to any subsequent difierentia-
tions of ego institutions) rvhich can be regarded as 'conflict-free' in
the serue that the various driving affects do not include guilt. Dr.
Hartmann would in my opinion have done better to reserve the
tenn 'conflict-free' for this primary phase. But he has elected for a
'sphere' which he describes as an 'ensemble of functions which at any
given time exert their effects outside the regf on of mental conflicts'
(italics added). It is not, he maintairu, a 'province' but rather an
ensemble of 'processes'. Apart from the fact that the definition bep
its own qnmtlott, rvhy, *. 

-uy 
ask, use a static structurat image fJr

activities that are best described dynamically and economically and
subdivided in chronological sequence? And speaking of terminology,
why use the terrn 'ego apparatuses' as Dr. I{artmann does to describe
Processes and functions? Admittedly one sometimes speals rather
loosely of 'ego instruments', Iargely for the purpose of distinguishing
these actiuities from the structurzl and executive connotations of the
ego. Economy of terminology is indeed every bit as essential as econ-
omy of hypothesis, as Freud's metapsydrological terminology so con-
vincingly demonstrated.

To return to Dr. Hartmann's 'conllict-free sphere': if this refers
to mental processes which operate rvithout disturbance in the pre-
conscious systern, in other words to trte secondary processes of mind,
his subsequent discussion of the interaction of conflict-free activ-
ities, of ego 'apparatuses', and of conflict-inducing impulses in pro-
moting reality adaptation, coukl pass without comment. But clearly
Dr. Hartmann has in mind the early deaelopmenf of adaptation
through the interaction in ego formation of biological, rnatura.
tional, acquired endopsydric, and environmental facton, This, for a
number of reasons, lays Dr. Hartmann's account of his 'conflict free
sphere' open to debate, or alternatively reduces it to a series of
assumptions. For one thing he neglects the influence o[ primary
mental processes and in particular the factor of primary repression
which blankets the earliest derivatives of conflict and creates a sem-
blance of conflict-free activity. No discussion of the relations between

pp. ro4-tre. Both
Imago Publishing
Inc., 1956.

reprinted in: On the Early Daneloltment ol lvIind. London:
Co., Ltd-, rg56; New York: fntemational Univenities prcs,
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SO}IE RECENT TRENDS IN PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY

instinct, fantasp and apparent reality adaptation of the early ego
can aftord to do this.

In short Dr, Hartmann's concept of a 'conflict-free sphere' is at
the same time too rvide and too confused. Even if it were limited
to the range of a'primary functional phase', its dinical utility would
be restricted to elucidation of the psyclrosomatic states. I\foreover,
in the case of a primary functional phase it should not be forgotten
that although guilt is absent the infant may at any given moment
of frustration rocket into a yelling anxiety. In other words the role
both o[ aflective reactiors and of acquired endopsychic factors in
promoting adaptation cannot be restricted solely to a comparison
of the inlluence of guilt factors on the one hand and of biological
and, maturational factors on the other. In any case the influence of
guilt factors in inciting mental development, and coruequently on
processes of adaptation, cannot be overestimated. Dr. Hartmann,
in my opinion, underestimates them. For this reason alone his con-
cept of the 'conflict free sphere' confuses more than it illuminates.
If on the other hand the concept is merely a stmctural paraphrase
for tlre undisturbed function of ego instruments, it merely indicates
that under certain circumstances (which call in each case for par-
ticularization) their functi'on is undisturbed; and this gets us no
where.

Having established his temrs of reference, Dr. Hartmann, using
biological, developmental, and environmental criteria, proceeds to
subject rhe concept of adaptation to a detailed analysis. With many
items in this presentation the analytical reader will find himself in
agreement. But it would have strengthened his presentation greatly
had the author dealt, more systematically (as Dr. Spitz does)
with consecutrue phases of adaptation. To be sure, he emphasizes
the 'multiple layering' of man's adaptational processes and dis-
tinguishes the early relations of the ddld to familial objects from
later reactions to the 'already partly molded' environment, ulti-
mately to social structure. But the main accent of this chapter is
laid on the 'influence of tradition' which gives rise to what Dr. Hart-
mann terurs 'social compliance'; and, these are essentially post-
infantite factors, the roots of which lie in the degree and nature o[ '

what, following Dr. Hartmann's terminolog|, one might call 'in-
fantile object compliance'.

Above all one misses any systematic reference in this section to the

89



go EN\VARD GLOVER

dynamic factors operating at each phase of adaptation, in other
words to the 'vicissitudes of instincts' (Triebe). These are extremely
relevant to the discussion of sudr terms as 'biological', 'environ-
mental', and to the definition of tealit sense'. If one assumes that
the relations of the individual to environment boil dorvn to object
contact (of whatever sort, i.e., unmodified or, as in sublimation,
modified) and danger avoidance (including the endopsychic dan-
gers of stimulated guilQ, it rvould be possible to outline the processes
of adaptation to instinctual stress in a more dynamic idiom. Dr.
Hartmann's outline is inevitably static, perhaps because of his patent
preference for a stnrctural and mechanisdc psydrology.

Punuing his line of argument Dr. Hartmann then ecamines the
various forms of maintaining mental equilibrium, laying special
stress on what he describes as 'fitting together'-a biological concept
whidr, in his vierv, appears to be represented psychologically by the
'synthetic function' of the mind, and rvhich is a prerequisite of
adaptation. Thus his fourth equilibrium is between the synthetic
function and 'the rest of the ego', rvhatever 'the rest of the ego' may
mean in this context. Discussing the processes of regulation, the
author goes on to examine the relations of the reality principle to
the pleasure principle, and distinguishes a 'broader biological real-
ity principle'-rvhich is independent of the pleasure principle,
historically precedes it, and outranks it hierarchically-from a
'narrower reality principle' rvhich develops from, although in a
sense continuing, the pleasure principle.

Here again one encounters the difhculties inherent in tripartite
metapsychology, in this case the tendency to ocpress in stmctural
and functional tenns what rvould be better expressed under dynamic
and economic headings. The 'broader reality principle' is a typicat
biological curn metaphysical concept, a teleological piece of rea-
soning which can better be expressed in dinical terrns of irutinctual
drives. Like Freud's concept of 'primary identification' it is less a
basic concept than a recorutruction,E in this case representing the
observer's attempt to describe the influence of an id factor on ego
adaptation. What Dr. Hartmann designates as the 'narrorver reality
principle' comprises the clinical history of ego object relations; it

! Glover, Edward: Ptychoanalysis and Child Psychiatry. Samilsa, VI, rg5g, pp.
r4r-r6t. Reprinted in extended form by Imago Publishing Co., Ltd., London,
r953.
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SOIfE RECENT TRENDS IN PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY 9r

only confuses the legitimatc use of the term 'reality' to extend it
in this 'biological' fashion.

Clearly it rvould require a reviery as lengthy as Dr. Hartmann's
brochure to do justice to the innumerable metapsychological issues
whidr arise from his presentation. It must suffice to say that he pro-
ceeds to describe the special processes of adaptation which depend
on the functions of the 'inner rvorld' and considers in particular the
function of thinking rvhich, he says, pertains to the ego but cannot
be equated rvith it. This leads in turn to the problem of 'rational
action' and the use of the tenn 'reality syntonic'. Rationality be-
comes the equivalent to the superordinate organizing function of
intelligence which, horvever, does not abrogate other mental func-
tioru. Then follorvs a brief consideration of some integrative func-
tions of the ego, rvith special reference to 'value hicrarchies', the
synthetic achievements of art, and the integrntive aspects of religion.

Passing over a rather thin and indeterminate chapter in which
Dr. Ffartmann considers the implications of his viervs of 'adapta-
tion', 'synthesis', 'rank order', and 'rational action' for the concepts
of health and education, rye come to a discussion of the uses in
adaptation of 'preconscious automatisms'. Dr. Hartmann distin-
guishes these on the one hand from 'habits' and on the other from
the functioning of th'e repedtion compulsion and pleasure principle.
The final drapter resumes earlier discussioru of 'ego apparatuses',
both constitutional and acquired, and the inlluence exerted on these
by mental maturation processes. Ttre book ends with an apologpa
which can be summarized as follorvs: 'IUany of these lengthy but
srill incomplete considerations nre not psydroanalytic in a narrow
sense and some of them seem to have taken us quite far from the
core of psychoanalysis. . . . I will agree rvith you if you should find
that I have been onesided, stressing certain relationships and neg-
lecting others of equal or greater importance . . . : that was my
intention.'

In vierv of this disarming confession, it rvould seern a work o[
suPererogation to assess the value and status of Dr. Ilartmann's
book. His orvn appraisal does not horvever indicate the main flaw
in his presentation. I\fetapsychology adrieved its tripartite form by
sheer force of the fact that the description of mental activity could
not be achieved by means o[ a single set of analogies. By concen-
trating on structural terminolosy eked out by general functional

A



92 EDIVARD GLOVER

expressions Dr, Hartmann has atternpted the irnpossible. For exam-
ple, when discussing 'ego apparatuses' he says, 'To consider every
inborn mechanism an instinctual drive rvould be contrary to the
concept of instinctual drive as it is commonly used in psydroanaly-
sis'. Not only so; it would be contrary to the usages of rnetapsydtol-
ogy which distinguishes the rise and fall o[ rnental energ'y from the
mechanisms rvhich regulate the distribution o[ cathexes. It is also
contrary to metapsychological usage to speak, as Dr. Hartmann does,
of ego medranisms being 'structuralized', (i.e., that they imply 'struc-
ture and formedness'). In almost the same breath he speaks of the
antithesis of ego (as regulative factor) and ego apparatuses. At one
time we are told that ego apparatuses 'constitute one of the roots o[
the ego'; at another that they enter'into the services of the ego'. This
kind of haphazardness in the use of metapsydrological terms is often
combined rvith unnecessary paraphrases and conderuations of exist-
irg terminology. Thus speaking of the increased lability of the
mental apparatus brought about by structural development and
differentiation, Dr. Ffartmann says '. . . thereforg we must expect
ternporary (and occasionally enduring) dediEerentiation phenom-
ena'; in simpler rvords rre must recognize the existence of phases of
regression.

Take again the support Dr. Hartmann lends to the use of the
tenn 'reality syntonic'. To be sure he admits that the term is 'so
elastic that it covers diverse and even partly contradictory views'-
This is a sure indication that current definitions of syntonicity and
reality call for simplification rather than elaboration. Indeed when
Dr. Hartmann himself comes to consider the problem, he finds it
necessary to distinguish between 'subjective' and 'objective' reality
syntonicity, eadr variety having elaborate determinants. It would
have been simpler had he been content to preserve the environ-
mental connotation of the tern 'reality adapted' and to coruider
'reality testing' in its essential context of 'subject-object' appraise
ment,6 whether accurate or inaccurate. This would have avoided
any implication that reality syntonicity has any binding relation to
ego syntonicity and would have put the rvhole problem of instinctual
modification in its correct perspective. In short Dr. Hartmann might
have applied Occam's razor to the conception of reality syntonicity
by abandoning the term. r

aSee Glover, Edwardz The Relation of Peruersion-Fonnation to the Danlop-
mcnt of Rtolity-Scnsc.Int. J. Psa., XIV 1935, pp. 486-5o4.
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SOI\IE RECENT TRENDS IN PSYGHOANALYTIG THEORY 93

To give one last brief example, this time of overcondensation:
Dr. Hartmann says 'the normal ego mus t be able to must' (author's
italics). To be sure later on in the same paragraph he breals down
this conderuation of structural and energic concepts by stating that
'the normal ego is able to f ield to musts'. Perhaps the fault lies in
a certain tortuosity both of thinking and of prose expression; but
the effect must be confusing to students rvho are prone to meta-
psychological preferences and cannot be too often reminded that
metapsychology is not confined to one mode of expression.

As has been suggested the supreme merit of Dr. Spitz's book lies
in the fact that it has been stimulated by actual observation of
infants and children. For a long time psychoanalysts neglected the
behal'ioristic obselation of children and reconstructed infantile
stages of mental development from study of the adult in analysis.
lVhen their turn calme, child analysts follorved a similar course;
th.y reconstructed infantile stages from study of children accesible
to analysis. Horvever, rvhen it cam e to direct obsentatian of infants
all theoreticians found thernselves in the seme box: they had per.
force to interpret their behaviorisdc data rvithout confirmation by
direct analysis. \Ve must therefore divide their theoretical forrrula-
tions into ttvo categories; namely, postulates (basic interpretations)
whi& have some plausible connection rvith the data of observation,
and a more ambitious elaboration and, interweaving of postulates
which, horvever skeletal, constitutes a theoretical, and of course
hypothetical, reco nstruction o[ infantile mental development. Need-
less to say the fi.rst of these categories is by far the more suggestive;
the second depends more on metaphysical skill than on dinical
acumen.

Emptoying these categories rye find that Dr. Spiu poetulates three
successive stages of psychological development in the first year, the
inception o[ each of which is marked by the appearance of specific
afiective behavior which he terms an 'indicator'. fn the beginning,
and extending approximately to the middle of the third month,
comes the 'nondifferentiated phase' (Hartmann speals of an 'undif-
ferentiated' phase of the same duration). Then appear the fint
indicator, viz,, the 'smiling resporue', which signifies a gestalc per-
ception of environmental stimuli. (Hartrnann speaks of the begin-
titg of tntentionality' at this period, but this is a broader and more
indefinite term than that used by Spitz.) Thir however is only a

L



9+ EDIVARD GLOVER

forestage of object relations, from rvhich true object relations will
follory. Responses take on the draracter of anticipation; alternatively
an exchange of signals rvith the object-precursor takes place. Ttre
reality ego begins to be established and rvith it the reality principle
begins to operate. Preconscious memory traces are laid. dorvn and
thinking becomes operative. A crystallization of the psyche occurs:
a trigher Ievel has been reached. In place of undirected, unorganized
drives, a 'force field' has been established, an integrated, structural,
operational unit, ?r emergent, dominant center of integration; in
short, an 'organizer of the psyche'.

The second organizer heralding the second organized phase (the
third phase if one includes the nondillerentiated stage) is signal-
ized by the appearance of 'eight-month anxiety', i.e., displeasure
at the appearance of unfamiliar persons. The 'libidinal object
proper' has been established; in other rvords the love object and
relations rvith the love object are no\y paramount. Social relatioru
become more complex; 'relations betrveen things' are understood a
month or so later. A[Iective responses become more complicated
before the end of the first year. Identifications become evident.
Psychological developments take precedence over maturation fac-
tors; the ego has come into its orvn. To rvhich it should be added
that the first and second organizers fall into the oral stage.

The third organizer is the acquisition of speech (cf., Hartmann).
This passes through a transitional phase of 'need-gratifying global
rvords' which continues up to eighteen months rvhen the use of
verbal symbols heralds adult speech. The 'indicator' of the third
organizer is not, horvever, a speech product but a derivative of
gesture 'Ianguage' (communication); in other words, the appearance
of the 'no-gesture' at about fifteen months marks the unfolding of
higher intellectual functions and the placing of these in the service
of adaptation and mastery.

To sum up, the first organizer 'structures perception and estab-
lishes the beginnings of the ego; the second integrates object rela-
tions rvith the drives and establishes the ego as an organized psychic
structure rvith a variety of systems, apparatuses, and functions; the
third finally opens the road .for the development of object relations
on the hurnan pattern, that is, the pattern of semantic communi-
cation'. Save for a ferv references to child behavior apropos the
nature of fi-xation, Dr. Spitz's association of clinical observational
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SOIIE RECENT TRENDS IN PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY

data rvirh theoretical postulates or fundamental interpretations
comes to an end.z The rernainder of the book consists of a theoretical
elaboration of ego development rvhich, according to Dr. Spitz, would
seem to follorv from his basic postulates.

Belore assessing his analytic interpretation of infantile behavior-
istic data (indicators) and for that rnatter before examining the meta-
psychological status of Dr. Spitz's additions to basic terminology
('organizers', etc.), it is desirable to study the general trend of his
more speculative reconstructions; and to do this one must first study
the ideological factors rvhich apparently have inlluenced Dr. Spitz.

fn the fint place this is a much more ambitious work than that
of Dr. Hartmann, for clearly Dr. Spitz's aim is to systematize theo-
retically and practically not only normal adaptation but any variety
of psychic maladaptation. Dr. Hartmann on the rvhole uses patho.
Iogical data to embroicler the theme of normal adaptation. In the
second place, Dr. Spitz is concerned to drarv extensive parallels
betrveen embryological and psychological concept forrnations, and
does so rvith more chronological particularity than does Dr. I{art-
mann. Of course both ryriters develop their ideas on a pure (classical)
freudian basis for both of them are punctilious freudians and Hart-
mann's citations from freudian literature are in the classical sense
impeccable. But Dr. Spitz has much more at stake than Dr. Hart-
mann, in particular a characterological psychopathology.

Of his theoretical preamble little need be said. He operates with
Freud's concepts of the nature of psychic energ'y, Iibidinal phases,
and the formation of psychic structure, the Nirvana principle,
the pleasure principle (cf., Dr. I{artmann), the reality ego, and the
body ego. From Hartmann, Kris, and Loervenstein he takes over the
terms 'maturation' ancl 'development' (although recognizing that
these terrns had already a long-standing psychological history and
connotation). Unlike }fartmann, Kris, and Loervenstein he dis-
tinguishes biological from psychological development, reserving the
former for phenomena concerning the embryological field. He also
talies over from these rvriters the idea that beginning from the sec-
ond month both the ego and the id are gradually formed from an
undi{ferentiated matrix.

r As far as this partiorlar book is concemed; elsewhere Dr. Spiu has of coutle
written extensively on various other aspects of child behavior and their impUca-
tions.



96 EDIVARD GLOVER

TraruIating embryological analogies (derived mainly from Spee-
man and Waddington) into psychological analogies, Dr. Spitz then
develops the idea o[ 'organizers', calling the period of establishment
of each organizer a 'critical period' during rvhich it is essential for
normal development that maturational and developmental factors
should coincide. fn other rvords, normal difterentiation and integra-
tion are'dependent'. But so it appears are abnormal difterentiations.
Failing synchronicity at the optimum point, the developmental items
will be modified and distorted, imbalance will ensue, and this in
turn will aftect the next organizer and critical period, thus through-
out the series Sving rise ultimately to 'asymmetric ego development'
or 'deviant integration'. This results in the forrnation of 'abnormal
ego nuclei' which may be the constituents of a 'fragrnented ego'
(Beata Ranlc, rg4?). They rvill thus constitute one of the origins of
fixation points. These nuclei rvill inevitably come into conflict rvith
the normal demands of environment at a much later stage. Fixation
will be 'attadred to' this conflict. 'Ego apparatuses [cf., Hartmann],
ego systems, ego functions rvill be out of balance, overinhibited,
overemphasized.' Regression to earlier levels rvill follow frustration.

Turning finally to the implications for therapl, Dr. Spitz repeats
that deficiencies in adaptation enforce compensating defensive proc-
esses rvhich are androred to fixation points. 'They play a major role
in the etiology of psychiatric disease', constitute 'pivotal points' for
pathological regression. Analysis rnust concern itself with the reduc-
tion of defenses, and the making good of developmental deficiencies
with the assistance of the transference. In nr. Spitz's olvn *oidr, 'I
have no therapeutic innovations to offer'. So rve may fairly limit our
concern to an evaluation of his expansions of ego theory.

If it should appear niggling to pass nery terminology through the
metapsychological mill, it must be said that, as in the case of Dr.
Hartmann, the onus is on the coiner of terms to justify their inuo-
duction, in partiarlar to show that they constitute improvements on
or useful ocpansions of existing tenninology. To begin with: the
term 'critical period' is a descriptive and historical caption which
ca,nnot be preernptd for the purposes of metapsychologl'. Clinically
it usually describes a state of affairs recognized by the observer in
retrospect. To the infant every period is of course a oritical period.
What Dr. Spitz does is first to anchor the term to specific clinical
manifestations, and this is a valuable pointer to clinical observa-
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tional research; and second, to anchor it theoretically to particular
stages of organization, and this is rvhere scnrtiny must begin. An
'organizer' has more dynamic implications than a state or stage or
phase of organization. As a regulator it urust operate with mental
energies; even as a stimulus to difierentiation it must exploit a vari-
ety of mechanisms and it must represent in each instance an inte-
graied pattern.

Dr. Spitz is of course rvell a\yare of this and, says so; but he has not
entirely rescued his student from a sense of confusion. An 'organizer'
he maintains at first is a theoretical corutruct, a psychological anal-
ogy derived from a somatic (embryologiael) analogy. Yet as he goes
on it becornes more than an analogy; it is a 'modification of psydric
structure' (cf., Hartmann on the ego forming 'apparatuses' and ego
roots); it is 'an integration of a numbcr of functions' (cf., Hartmann's
description of the con{lict-free sphere as an 'ensemble of processes'),
a state of co6rdination; it is a dynamic entity rvhich can be fitted
into stages in the development of instinctual primacies; it is the
prototype of ego synthesis (alternatively, of the synthetic 'function'
of the ego). So clearly the term 'organizer' is itself a synthetic prod-
uct, a unifying caption rvhidr can be readily broken dorvn into its
metapsychological corutituents. One might even describe it as a
'ring' formula.

To be sure one can say the same of all save basic mental concepm
(concepts of the first order). To return for a moment to 'critical
periods', these can be described according to the metapsychological
taste of the observer as transitional periods when one instinctual
primary gives place to a later primacy (or priority of urgency); or
rvhen one structural lormation is superimposed on another (tL.
series narcissisru, object forrnatiory superego formation); or again,
transitions in the go-verning mechanisms (or complementary set of
medranisms) operative at different smges; or indeed, traruitions or
fusioru of elements in an affective sequence (chain). Unless therefore
one is prepared to postulate a fourth metapsychological order, a
'something.else', a metapsydrologrcal fourth dimension (and this,
I sometimes think, is what Dr. Spitz is aiming at), the term 'organ-
izer' is useful mainly in highlighting 'phases' of development (cf.,
Erilcon) of increasing comple<ity, a suggestive aoncept which horv-
ever must dance attendance -on clinical observations and their
clinical inteqpretation. I have alrvays maintained that both the

L
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reconstruction of norrnal mental development and the establishment
of psychoanalytic etiologies calls for a sequence of correlations, com-
binations, and perrnutatioru of the three metapsychological criteria
in both progressive and rcgressive directions. But this historical
reconstruction is not a fourth metapsychological dimension: it is
rather a cautionary lt[assstab based on the direct interpretation of
clinical data, And it is in this sense that the concept of an 'organizer'
might prove of some heuristic utility.s

The term is based on a cross-sectional view o[ the development of
mental apparatus, and this neglects the uses of the langitudinal
(vertical) approach. In his later formulations Dr. Spitz does indeed
exploit the longitudinal vierv in the case of ego structure and func-
tion. But in his theory of 'dependent differentiation' and 'deviant
integration', occurring ireversibly at specific and optimum periods,
he nevertheless adopts a somervhat rigid cross-sectional approach. It
should be remembered that instinctual life is also characterized by
canalization, fusion and defusion, and the gradual attainment of
an optimum selectivity. Economic mechanisms likervise rnanifest
(longitudinal, serial) vicissitudes, the simplest example being that of

s I have constantly maintained that when examining any mental event one
must not only appty the thrce metapsychological criteria but estimate its signifi-
cance in terms of genetic dcvelopment or of rcgression (sec, for cxample, Thc Con-
cept ol Dissociation, fnt" J. Psr., XXry, Igl3, pp. ?-13). This last mode of ap-
proach is not horr'ever a metapsychological one- It is a description (record) of
mental grorvth useful in dinical psychoanalysis (either normal or abnormal) and,
when combined with secondary (theoretical) elaborations, can function as a ps)-
chological measure.

Similarly in the case of adaptational standards (op. cit.), rrretapsycholryically
speaking, adaptation is the history of object relations and can be considcred from
three points of vierv: r, dpramic (instinctual) aspc<ts, e.9., the progression of
component instincts (appetitive and reactile) from earlicr to later objects; z,
mcdranistic aspects, e.g., the maturation of mechanisms; 3, structural aspects,
e.g., moclifications of the ego follorving object abandonment and consequent intro-
jection. In other rrords, although essential to the evaluation of psychic events,
developmental and adaptational measurs are complex scrial interpretations, not
basic (irreducible) postulates. Incidentally, it docs not constitute a nery meta-
psychologiczl dimension to telescope, fuse, or condense any trto or all three
metapsychological elements, as Hartmann does in the case of 'ego apparatuses'
and Spitz in the c:.se of 'oqganizers'.

See also, Glover, Edryard: Thc tlses of Freudian Theory in Psychiatry, Brit. J.
IUed. Psychol., XXXI, rg58, pp. t4g-r5a; and Rapaport, David and Gill, Ivlerton
lf.: The Points of Viru and Assumptions ol lr{etapsychology, fnt. J. Psa., XL,
rg59, pp. 159-16r.
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projection rvhich, rve may assume, begins during the phase of 'pri-
mary identification' as a psychic tendency-(there is, by the rvay,
little virtue in the tern 'tendency' which is not contained in the
economic terrn 'rnechanism)-but does not attain its maximum
function (either normal or pathogenic) until instinctual drives to
objects reach their more advanced childhood forms (positive or
negative adipal relations). To be sure these 'serial' vicissitudes are
inlluenced en route by u great number of factors, constitutional,
maturational, endopsychic, and environmental; nevertheless the ad-
vantage of the serial approach in describing psydric grorvth cannot
be gainsaid. By concentrating on 'Ievels' or 'critical periods', the
theory of 'dependent differentiation' obstructs this approadr.

Apropos the temptation to use terms such as 'tendency' as a fore-
runner of 'mechanism', it may be noted that Dr. Spitz follorvs Hart-
mann in supporting the vierv that both the ego and the id are grad-
ually formed from an undifferentiated manix, in other rvords from
a cornmon forerunner. fu far as the id is concerned this amounts to
the somervhat tautological proposition that an unorganized psychic
system is developed (dilferentiated) from an unorganized matrix.
The concept of the id functions usefully as a boundary concept in
psychic topography (a status formerly confined to the concept of
irutinct) as rvell as constituting an unorganized psychic system,
through rvhidr constitutional factors, (fixed, inherited)'psychologi-
cal-tendency-genes', can exert their influence alongside the pressure
of instinctual drives. The ego on the other hand is more clearly
grasped as a psychic cortex to the id rvhich gradually increases in
cornplexity and penetrative (infiltrative, id-regulative) porver, a con-
ception which permits of the idea that focal centers in this cortex
constitute the early polymorphic (multinuclear) ego. It rvould seem
that for Dr. Spitz tlre ego (horvever rudimentary) is, if not indeed
unified in the sense of organization, at any rate of unbroken texture
-in other rvords a single system. It is true that Dr. Spitz refers later
to ego nuclei but it is clear that, follorving Beata Rank's viervs on
the 'fragmented ego', he has in mind later psychopathological or
anyhorv potentially pathogenic ego forms due to 'deviant integra.
tion'; rvhereas if the 'nuclear theory' of early ego formation, which
I first adumbrated over thirty years xgo,e postulating primitive ego

0 Glover, Edrsard: Grades ol Ego Di[erentialion, Int. J. Psa, XI, r9go, pp. r.rt;
A Pqchoandlytical Approach to the Classification of llIental Disorders, J. l\,Ient.
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nuclei resulting from the experience of component impulses (both
appetitive and reactive) associated rvith specific aims and ultimately
specific objects (or 'part objects' as th.y are often, I norv think
erroneously, called), is at all plausible, then while it would still be
permissible to talk of 'critical periods', provided ttrey had a sound
clinical background, it rvould be necessary to modify Spitz's theory
of dependent differentiation. In other rvords 'primary difterentia-
tion' or, as I rvould prefer to $ay, t}te emergence of 'scattered nuclei'
rvould require some primary integration before seconduty difierenti-
ation of the total ego of each period, Irorvever dependent, could
ensue. Not onll so, the concepts of fixation and regtession, rvhich
Dr. Spitz ties up in at least one respect to conflict caused by the
development of 'abnormal ego nuclei', gain in perspective by the
assumption of primitive ego nuclei.

Here lve come to the crux of the matter. \Vhether or not ue accept
the concept of 'organizers'\ve are bound to concede that the concept
of 'dependent dilferentiation'is a tempting one. It has of course been
implicitly accepted in most accounts of serial psychic development,
rvhether dynamic (see, for example, Ferenczi's concept of 'amphi-
mixis'), economic, or structural, but not until norv associated with
the specific concept of 'organizers'. Follorving Dr. Spitz's modifica-
tions of lVaddington's diagram illustrating the relation of ernbryo-
logical 'organizers' to 'dependent differendation' and to 'directional
development', it is not hard to see that even if these assumptions
rvere only approximately applicable to the mental apparatus they
r+'ould provide the skeletal framervork for a character psychology.
The chaos that exists in characterological classifications cries out for
attention; and since the therapeutic field of psychoanalysis is sorne-
times alleged to have shifted from symptom formations to character
disorders, Dr. Spitz's diagrammatic field formula would at least
afford lebensraum for a practical (clinical) classification.

Sd., LXXVIII, rg3z, pp. 8rg-Bqz; On the Etiology of Drug Addiction, fnt. J. Psa.,
XIII, rgga, pp. 298'gz8l The Concept ol Dissociation,Int. J. Psa., XXIV, rg{3,
pp. ?-rg; An Examination of the Klein Slutem ol Child Psychology, London:
H. K. Lewis & Co., Ltd., rg,l5; Basic llIental Concepts, London: fmago Publishing
Co., Ltd., rg.lg; Psychoanalysis, London: Staples Prcss, rg47i Psychoanalysis and
Child PsychiatrT, London: fnago Publishing ft, Ltd., 1953. (fh" 6,rst three
papen listed above were reprinted in: On the Eerly Danlopment ol the lttind,
London: Imago Publishing Co., Ltd., r956)
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SOITE RECENT TRENDS IN PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY IOI

As an over-all ego theory and partinrlarly as a psydropathological
framervork, horvever, Dr. Spitz's concept of 'dependent differentia.
tion' is subject to some reservations. To give but tlo examples: not
all mental'mechanisms are equally pattern forming (or ego forming).
Introjection, identification, reaction-formation, and displacement
are immensely more character forming (structural) in effect than
projection, re{lexion, and repression. To be sure, actual repression
implies the existence of preconscious stmcture and cathexis, horv-
ever simple. But primal repression requires no preconscious activity
rvhatsoever. Certainly in the case of Spitz's second and third 'organ-
izers', the influence of repression is an unknorvn quantity. For this
reason alone 'dependent differentiation' ryith its emphasis on struc-
tural modification is not likely to provide us rvith adequate etiologi-
cal formulas for conditions due mainly to a fault in repression. This
is borne out by study of the 'encapsulated' neuroses (sirnple phobias
and the like) rvhere outside the confines of the neurosis the ego rvill
often stand the closest examination. For despite somervhat popular
prejudices to the contrary, the ego of the anxiety hysteric is fre-
quently of a normal or even superior quality. And the same can be
said of many individuals suffering from sexual abnormaliries o[
one kind or another. On theoretical grounds this is only to be
expected, for if a conllict disorder manifese iself mainly in dynamic
(instinctual) form, it rvould be uneconomic to dr"g the ego also into
malfunction.lo The fact that sexual and ego disorders often run hand
in hand is no counter to this argument; it simply means that psycho-
analysts are more familiar rvith these combined disorders in their
therapeutic practice. Those horvever rvho have frequent occasion to
analyze 'normal' people can testify to the validity of this first reser-
Yation.

The second reservation follorvs from Dr. Spitz's suggestion that
'gratifications rvhich have become possible through the achievement
of a given level of integration rvould not be completely abandoned
at the next level of integrAtion'. 'Once achieved', Dr. Spitz goes on,
'gratifications are not easily abandoned, but are crrried over into
the next higher state of gratification, even if drey should be rneaning-
less at this stage'. Despite the adverbial qualification, the loading of
this statement lies in its tail. Of course gratifications are carTied on,

10 See Glover, Edward: The Relation of Pentersion-Formation to the DarcIop-
ment ol Reality-.9ensa, Int. J. Psa., XIV, tg33, pp. 486-5o3.
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and unless they arouse conflict and have to be disguised in sympto-
matic forrn, they are ecplicitly meaningful. In describing the 'pri-
rnary functional phase' rvhere the mental apparatus responds to
mounting energic stresses, I pointed out that these functional reac-
tions are not superseded by more organized and modified phases but
continue to operate alongside them.ll Hence the combinatioru of
psychosomatic symptoms and neurotic syrnptom formatioru. The
point, horvever, is that such functional reactions exist in both normal
and mentally disordered indivirluals. The rvholesale application of a
distinction betrveen nonnal'dependent diflerentiation' and'deviant
integration' rvould scarcely apply ruhen the determining factors are
quantitative rather than qualitative.

These are but a ferv of the rellections prompted by Dr. Spitz's
stirnulating brochure. But it would be ungenerous not to rePeat
that the outstanding virtue of the book lies in the author's endeavor
to correlate specific clinical (observational) data with some basic
theoretical assumptions (interpretations or reconstructions) regard-
ing the progress and regress of rnental development. In this matter
Dr. Spitz displays a most commendable openness of mind. He even
quotes rvith sorne approval Benjamin's viervs that the lirst undiffer-
entiated or nondifferentiated stage manifests at the fourth rveek
definite signs of organization and integration of muscular behavior.
He holds, horvever, that inasrnuch as no specific affective behavior
has so far been noted at this stage, the alleged stage of organization
is a subdivision of the first (nondifferentiated) stager a not-too-
convincing assertion by the rvay. Ary degree of organization in a
dynamic and functional psychic phase has some claim to recogni.
tion as a step in development. lVriting on this point, I described the
situation, rather journalistically it is true, by saying that the drild
'passes through a number of lives' in his early developrnent and rec-
ommended that these years should be 'set oft in periods of three to
six months and studied separately', adding that the first six rnonths

llThis rv:rs a clinical cxtension of Freud's early generalization (rgrf) that
'modes' (c/., Erikson passim) of reaction and attitudes of childhood are stilt de-
monstrably present in maturity and in appropriate circumstanccs crn emerge once
more. tr{y view is that they are a constant feature of mental life, whether appro-
priate or inappropriate.

See intar alia GIover, Edrrard: Functional Aspects ol the llfental Apparatus,
Int, J, Psa-, X)L\I, rg5o, pp. rei-rgr; and Rapaport, David and Gill, I\Ierton I\{.:
Op. cit.
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of life 'might rvell be studied in monthly stages'.lr To take one con-
sideration alone, it is hard to conceive that the development, or
enforcement of a nerv feeding habit or regimen in the first ttvo
months of life (and these are by no rneans uncommon occurrences
even in baby hospitals) does not evoke a{Iective responses of a quite
specific kind horvever irregular and scattered the system of affective
disdtarge may otherwise be. Quite uninstnrcted mothers are in no
doubt that sudr dranges g3u. rise to 'critical periods' in the child's
development. Interestingly enough the theory that an-xiety has some
genetic connection with the massive stimulation of birth suggesr
that one of the earliesc 'critical periods' is experienced during labor.
This is not to say that the immediate result can be expressed in
tenns of ego di{Ierentiation, but it does remind us that stnrctural
criteria are not the only rneasures of development.

Considerations of this sort prompt a final rellection on the nature
of indicators'. Dr. Spitz claims that his three chosen 'indicators' are
characterized by 'specific affective behavior'. This may be true of his
first and second 'indicators' although it is to be noted that the first
is of a positive, the second o[ a reactive (in the sense of hostile) affect,
i.e., they are different orders of affect.l3 But in the case of the third
'indicator' it is hard to see horv the acquisition of speech conforms to
his orvn standard. And indeed Dr. Spitz confesses that he arrived at
it as the result of reflections on comparative biology, in other words,
by selecting the level in the second year of Iife which separates the
primates from man; and so he nominated communication with the
help of verbal symbols. Cornmunication by verbal signals is no
doubt promoted by affective states, but it is not an affective state
sui generis.

It rvould take us too far to examine this standard in detail. But
it does raise the issue as to whether Spitz's 'third indiantor' is at least
as much a sign that a critical period has passed, as a signal that a
ne\e critical perid is about to commence. lt/riting in rg47 on the
subject of preconscious cathexes and the period at which they begin

rz Glover, Edward: Psychoanalysis and Child Pqchiatry. London: Irnago Pub-
lishing Co., Ltd., rg5g.

rs It is by the way inherently probable that the indicator of a 'aitical pcriod'
will be a sustained anxiety, or reactive (hostile) or later a guilt affect rather than
a gratification affect. Spitz's 'smiling response' (first indicator) suggests a gratiB-
cation aftect, whereas his 'eight-mgnth anxiety' (second indicator) is often sig.
nalized by the 'scowling reqponse', equatly often by the 'stony-stare response'.
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to bind unconscious drargcs, I maintained that the development of
speech, together with the correlation of auditory perceptions and
rriotor activity, 'provides us rvith a reliable time measure of early
developmental phases'. 'With the development of speech', I added,
'the primary dynamrc phase of mental function, w€ may infer, be-
gins to draw to its close'.l{ But I was @utious enough to add that the
meaning of words is apprehended some months before their effective
use. So it would be justifiable to infer that the acquisition of 'mean-
ing' represents a critical phase in development. This would not horv-
ever detract from the rapidity ol preconsciaus oqganization that
lollows the acquisition of speech. It is possible that a similar quali-
fication could be made regarding all 'indicators'.

The truth is that there are a number of sources of confusion inci-
dent to attempts to reconstruct infantile mental development. The
fint is to concentrate too exclusively on one of the three metapsycho-
logical approaches to mental activity- The only period when this
restricted approach is fully justified is during the 'primary func-
tional phase'. This is essentially a dynamic phase; such psychic sys-
tems of memory traces as have evolved exert rnerely a canalizing,
not yet a controlling, function. As far as reconstruction is concerned
psychoanalysis has not yet recovered from the impact of Freud's later
formulations on psychic stnrcture. fireoretical speculations tend
conseguently to aggrandize strucrural at the expense of dynamic
and economic concepts, to postulate organized regulative systems at
periods rvhen the major psychic functions are regulated by primitive
mechanisms. This does not imply that no structural formations exist
during the functional stage. The moment two sets of memory traces
concerning experiences of gratification and frustration are linked
(associated or merged) we have the makings of an ego nucleus. Sim-
ple reflection would suggest horvever that at a period when the
infant sleeps for the greater part of the twenty-four hours and dur-
ing rvaking hours has his major preserrative needs carered to by the
environment, the organized strength of early ego nuclei must be
gfeatly at a discount.

To put the matter another rvay, there are trvo special dangers
incident to reconstruction. One is to overestimate the organization
of the mind during early development and the other is to und,eresti-

rr Glover, Edrrard: Basic tr{ental Concepts. London: Imago Publishing Co.,
Ltd., 1947.
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mate it. One must o[ course distinguish betrveen 'formation' and
'effective use', and in the latter sense I have been prepared to under-
estimate it until the phase of unaided locornotion begins and the
period of. continuous rqulative scrutiny on the part of environment
drarvs to a close. In the formative sense I do not think it can be
overestimated even at the period rvhen instinct and aim exist rvith-
out clear differentiation of object. But I do not believe, as does Dr.
Spitz, in 'object precursors'; nor do I think that the psydrology of
'complete objects' and still less the psychology of 'part objects' is at
all satisfactory. The object of an instinct is that on rvhidr the aim
of an instinct is or can be achieved, a definition with rvhich the
infant, if he could be consulted, would be in entire agreement, as
rvitness his behavior rvhen offered an inadequate substitute.ls

This leads us to yet another source of confusion, narnely, the ten-
dency to ranspose backwards (displace, project, impute) to an
earlier stage the organization o[ a later stage, and in this rvay at-
uibute complex states of organization to relatively unorganized
phases of mental development. This \r?as, in my opinion, the funda-
mental mistake of which Klein and her followers were and still are
guilty. In principle it can be described as an attribution of ego char-
acteristics to the id and. is carried to even more absurd lengths by
those rvho claim to have uncovered in the course of analysis and, in
circumstantial detail 'prenatal experiences'. Psychoanalysts have
long recognized that basic psychoanalytic concepts have to be pro-
tected from erosion as well as from borvdlerization. From this angle
it is perhaps not too extravagant to visualize and even to hope for

15 As a matter of interest it was Abraham who lirst indicated what he con-
ceived to be the earliest postnatal 'critical pcriod', commencing on the average
at six months, when he distinguished a biting from a sucking phase of oral
libido. This maturational phenomcrron has outstanding afiective indicators (com-
monly subsumed under the caption of 'teething), heralds some of the earliest
fusions of libidinal and aggressive elements, and represents a dramatic change in
primitive 'object' relations. In short, it conforms to all Dr. Spiu's standards of
a 'critical period', though of course one that extends over tweh'e months. Al-
though the interpretation of infantile behavioristic phenomena is clearly the
special presen'e of the psychoanalyst, the study of indicators' should be the con-
cern of an fnternational Commission of Ortho-psycho-pediatricians. I have long
advocated the committee system of psychoanalytic research to deal with such
mattcrs and c!'en succeeded some ,'ears ago in setting up an fnternational Re-
search Committee. But, alas, for various reasons into which it is now pointless
to enter the efiort was stillbom.

I
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the formation of an International Association for the Protection o[
the Id Concept.

It rvould be, in the broadest sense of the term, invidious to make
close comparisons benveen these two books, The reader must judge
for himself rvhich of them is the more productive of theoretical
clarity and at the same time cleaves the more closely to the funda-
mental principles of metapsychology. On this matter tastes differ
rvidely. Those who think most clearly in structural and topographic
terrns rvill no doubt be intrigued by both books, although they rvill
find Dr. Spitz's exposition the easier to follow. This rnay be due in
part to a linguistic factor. Dr. Ffartrnann's stylistic habit is the more
involved. And he jumps about a bit so that one is often brought up
short by o hiatus in presentation or a promise that there is 'more to
follorv'. On the other hand Dr. Spiu, drough also concerned mainly
rvith structural differentiation, pa)'s more attention to the other
elements in the metapsychological triad. And his presentation is
more systematic and consecutive,

From the practical point of view there is no doubt that Dr. Spitz's
book is the more rervarding, partly because some at least of his
thinking has been more closely linked rvith systematic clinical ob-
servations, partly because he is more concerned with deviant (po
tentially pathological) integrations, and partly because his skeletal
framervork, if clinically rvell-founded, rvould prove the greater incen-
tive to classification of characterological t1pes, both normal and dis-
ordered. \Vhether or not it is soundly based is again a matter of
taste to be determined by the individual reader. For on matters of
speculative import the factor of taste is sometimes decisive. It de-
pends to a considerable extent on the reader's preferred rnodes of
thought, to say nothing of his powers of 'directed (and disciplined)
fantasy', a preconscious atribute or activity which Dr. Hartmann
rrrould no doubt prefer to designate as a 'conflict-free functioning' of
an 'ego apparatus'.

But it is not simply a matter of taste; it is to a certain extent also
a matter of fashion. In the preamble to this revierv I suggested that
it would be interesting to see horv far Spitz had been influenced by
Flartmann. To be fair it must be conceded that although he adopts
scveral of Hartrnann's points of vierv, his most important lines of
thought are his olvn, allowing of course for the fact that he has been
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fascinated by embryological analogies and is not averse to paying
court to ethological 'parallels'. To be sure most analysts are, despite
any demurrers on their part, influenced by fashion, a fortunate cir-
cumstance indeed rvhen the fashion rvas set by Freud himself, but
not so fortunate rvhen less intuitive and at the same time less orderly
minds try their hands at theoretical reconstruction or definition of
terrns or the coining of nery terminologies. The influence o[ fashion
may indeed have regrettable consequences as rvhen an apparently
nelv formulation is launched on the bibliographical stream and con-
tinues to float thereon rvithout any discriminating examination on
the part of those rvho, standing on the banks, are content to asser[
that 'so and so has shoryn' rvhen in fact 'so and so' has only 'rug-
gested'.

But when all is said let us not be ungrateful for rvhat rnay be
described as [rvo brave rnetapsydrological tries. For whether the
expositions of Hartmann and Spitz are rvell-founded or simply meta.
physical exercises, they at least demonstrate that theories of develop
ment are not just crystallized reconstructionsrrs but can function
also as auxiliary instruments of research. If rve accept the terminol-
ogy of Hartmann we mighr rvell dub them 'ego apparatuses'; or if
we prefer the Spiuean idiom, experiments in 'dependent differenti-
ation',

r0 Dr. Hartmann says, 'The advantages o[ the theoretical approac]r over the
discusion of many-facetcd concnete (sic) phenomena is, if nothing else, its brevity'.
True, but although brevity may be the soul of metapsl'chological wit, ir is like-
wise a prolific source of metapsl'chological misunderstanding. Error like truth
can be crlstallized; it can also become petrified.
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